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ATOMIC
MODERNISM
A scientific research facility in Mumbai houses
a remarkable collection of postwar Indian art assembled
by the country’s top nuclear power guru.
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FIRST, IMAGINE THAT the Institute for Advanced
Study in Princeton is a government institution. Next, that
its former director J. Robert Oppenheimer (of the Manhattan Project) not only had a passion for art but was friends
with Clement Greenberg, who introduced him to Betty
Parsons, who sold to Oppenheimer high quality Abstract
Expressionist and Color Field paintings, bought with
government money, to embellish the Institute’s hallways.
Sometimes, in this scenario, Oppenheimer would go to
artists’ studios and pay them for work directly. Imagine all
that, and you will have a rough approximation of how one
of India’s premier collections of modern art came to be.
While most of Mumbai’s museums and art galleries are
located in the peninsular city’s southernmost neighborhood
of Colaba, to see this particular collection (which requires
special permission) one has to go further south still, past
the sprawling military facilities of New Navy Nagar, and
almost out into the Arabian Sea. There you will find the
Tata Institute of Fundamental Research (TIFR), an institution with close connections to Homi Jehangir Bhabha
(1909-1966), a Cambridge-trained physicist who became a
national hero as the father of India’s nuclear program.
120
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Established in 1945 with financial assistance from the
Sir Dorabji Tata Trust (a public fund administered by one
of the country’s leading industrialist families), TIFR was
designed as a comprehensive scientific research center of
international caliber, with a view to national self-sufficiency in research and development after Independence,
which came in 1947. Over the years, its members have
made major contributions to such fields as theoretical
physics, cosmic ray studies, mathematics, computer technology and molecular biology. But TIFR is best known as
the place where India’s nuclear program got under way.
Sited on a 15-acre plot requisitioned from the military, the present TIFR facility, built between 1954 and
1962, was designed in the International Style by Helmuth
Bartsch, one of the principal architects at Holabird &
Root in Chicago. Bhabha was very keen on having highquality facilities not just to make research easier, but also
to express the forward-looking spirit of the place. He
was intimately involved in the design of both TIFR and
the campus of the Atomic Energy Establishment (now
called the Bhabha Atomic Research Centre, or BARC)
in Trombay, north Mumbai. The nation’s top nuclear
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Homi Bhabha’s 250-work
trove at the Tata Institute
focuses almost entirely on
modernist abstraction.

Exterior of TIFR.
Photo Nrupen
Madhvani.

Homi Bhabha
at his home in
Mumbai, n.d.

Opposite, V.S.
Gaitonde: Abstract,
1959, oil on canvas,
35¾ by 32 inches.

research facility, Trombay is home to the country’s first
experimental reactor (Apsara, 1956) as well as the small
Canadian reactor (CIRUS, 1960) that provided plutonium
for India’s first nuclear bomb (1974). The complex’s clean
lines and geometric shapes were memorialized in postcards and stamps, while Bhabha himself helped design the
surrounding gardens, their plan in the schema of an atom.
When it comes to monuments to Prime Minister
Jawaharlal Nehru’s vision of postcolonial India as a modern scientific and industrial power, one typically thinks of
the new dams, steel mills and factories captured in Sunil
Janah’s photographs; Le Corbusier’s plans and buildings
for the new Punjabi capital of Chandigarh; or Louis
Kahn’s Indian Institute of Management in Ahmedabad.
But as nuclear energy represented the epitome of science
for the new India (and Bhabha had only to dash a note off
to his chum Nehru to clear any bureaucratic or financial
obstacle), “atomic Mumbai,” as scholar Raminder Kaur
has succinctly termed it, also deserves attention. 1

which opened in 1963 and continues to thrive today as
Chemould Prescott Road, representing such major artists
as Atul Dodiya, Jitish Kallat and Shilpa Gupta.
Though a few ancient artifacts have been donated to
TIFR recently, until the late ’70s it was rare for a work to
be more than a few years old when it entered the collection.
Other examples of noncultural government institutions in
India buying works directly from galleries and artists are
hard to find. What makes the TIFR collection remarkable
in this regard is not so much its large size as the fact that
it focuses almost entirely on modernist abstraction and is
virtually free of propaganda.2 Overall, the quality is mixed,
but the best selections are truly outstanding.
Among its many highlights, TIFR has a cache of
canvases by the Progressive Artists Group, Bombay’s
breakout modernists of the ’40s, including early works by
S.H. Raza, F.N. Souza and M.F. Husain. It boasts numerous paintings by the major abstract artists who emerged
in the wake of the Progressives, like Homi Patel, Ram
Kumar and Tyeb Mehta. Notable holdings also include
12 works by V.S. Gaitonde, three of which were included
in the artist’s Guggenheim Museum retrospective in
New York and Venice in 2014-16. The Gaitondes include
Woman with Kite and Two Women (both 1953), watercolors
reflecting the artist’s early admixture of Paul Klee’s lyrical
sensibilities with Indian miniature modes.
The Guggenheim had wanted to show Abstract
(1959), a large composition featuring elongated white and

CONTEMPORARY INDIAN art formed part of this
vision. Comprising more than 250 works, primarily painting and sculpture, TIFR’s collection was assembled mainly
between 1954 and the late ’70s, by which point those
who were personally invested had passed away or retired.
Work was typically selected by Bhabha himself (until his
untimely death in an airplane crash in 1966), aided by a
coterie of art world friends, including Walter Langhammer
and Rudolf von Leyden, two émigré critics living in Bombay, and Kekoo Gandhy, founder of Gallery Chemould,
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M.F. Husain:
Bharat Bhagya
Vidhata, 1964,
oil on canvas,
9 by 43¼ feet.

Below, Bhabha
(left) viewing
Husain’s mural
at TIFR, 1965.

cerulean blue rectangles that have been palette-knifed
onto a luminescent ocher ground, but the work was not
able to travel due to its poor condition. Hanging next
to it in TIFR’s foyer is Painting in White (1961), a large
nonfigurative canvas demonstrating Gaitonde’s masterful
use of color and feathered impasto to create absorbing
ethereal vistas. Standing in a building that flaunts its
modernist inspiration, and surrounded by sculptures and
furniture that scream ’50s design, you get a strong sense of
how many Nehru-era painters shared in the funky visual
rhetoric that proclaimed “the future is now.”
Other selections indicate that TIFR also wished to be
identified with the ecumenical embrace of Indian tradi124
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tion that underwrote the secularism of the postcolonial
state. In 1963, TIFR invited proposals from major Indian
painters for a mural to be installed in the institute’s foyer.
The proposals (small watercolors and canvases) hang
scattered in the hallways. As you admire the folk figures
of Jamini Roy, a foreboding landscape by B. Prabha, or a
bacchanale by K.H. Ara, you might find yourself a little
embarrassed for having interrupted graduate students
chattering around chalkboards or a young mathematician
napping upon his equations.
Given TIFR’s profile, one might expect the institute
to have selected N.S. Bendre’s proposal, Cosmos in the
Making, which shows a blazing red sun rising over a fragmented orange landscape. Or K.K. Hebbar’s Civilization,
which narrates the development of Indian technology
from cave paintings through Mughal astronomy, British
textile mills and finally hydroelectric dams in the Nehru
era. But the winner instead was Husain’s Bharat Bhagya
Vidhata (India Good Fortune Creator), a rambling 9-by43-foot panorama of monumental Cubist figures based on
the artist’s study trips to Rajasthan. While the lumbering
camel, the majestic female head and the fort archway
are easily grasped by visitors as they enter TIFR’s front
doors, Husain’s mural rewards most when viewed at short
range, for then you are privy to the subtle modulations
of color and facture that arise from the artist’s aggressive
use of overpainting and a subtractive palette knife. Sadly,
up close, you also get to see how repeated conservation
efforts have failed to protect the mural from Mumbai’s
mold-inducing humidity and the caustic saltwater air
coming off the ocean.
ALTHOUGH MOST OF the artwork at TIFR has
nothing directly to do with science, it is hard not to read
its assembly in relation to the fantasies and contradic-
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tions that attended atomic modernism in India. After
all, the core of the collection was built in the ’50s and
’60s, crucial years for India’s nuclear program. While
internationally Nehru and Bhabha were respected spokesmen for the “peaceful uses of the atom” as an alternative
to the military path taken by the Cold War superpowers, they struggled at home to fulfill the promise of a
nuclear program that was both indigenous in origin and
capable of meeting India’s mammoth development needs.
When the Apsara reactor went active, it was presented
domestically as “the first in Asia.” In reality, it was built
almost entirely with foreign parts and plans. The fiction
succeeded in quieting critics of the exorbitantly funded
Indian atomic program. But it also increased expectations
that the country would soon be electrified by domestically designed and fabricated nuclear power stations. This
never happened.
What India did become capable of producing on
its own, using the plutonium coming out of the CIRUS
reactor in Trombay, was a nuclear explosive, which it
first tested in 1974. This was a subversion of the nonaligned state’s official position vis-à-vis atomic power,
and the international standing of India and the regional
security of South Asia suffered much for it. The West
labeled India a paradigmatic “proliferator,” and Pakistan
responded by accelerating its own nuclear arms program.
Nonetheless, the Indian bomb provided the country’s
atomic establishment, at long last, a nationalist raison
d’être it could satisfy.
In his excellent history The Making of the Indian
Atomic Bomb (1998), Itty Abraham describes how the
Indian nuclear program had to resort to various ruses
to cover up its failure to become a “demonstration of
modernity” by contributing concretely to economic development. 3 Was the art and architecture of atomic Mumbai

part of this performance? Bhabha was certainly sensitive
to how things came off aesthetically. Acquaintances recall
that he spent an enormous amount of time on the architectural and landscaping details of TIFR and Trombay.
As for the art collection, I think of it as cultural capital
designed to convince elite visitors that the institution was
no ivory tower, but rather part of a broad commitment
to homegrown modern genius in all its forms. However,
Bhabha’s close friend von Leyden suggests that the collection had a more parochial purpose. “Dr. Bhabha,” he
wrote in 1968, “felt very strongly that the cerebral activity
of the scientist had to find its counterpoint in the activity
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F.N. Souza: Still
Life, 1962, oil on
paper on board, 9½
by 12½ inches.
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Nasreen
Mohamedi:
Collage, 1967,
mixed mediums
on paper, 26½
by 40 ½ inches.

of the senses, in art. He was alive to the danger of the
‘two cultures,’ the scientific and the artistic, which in
their misunderstanding or mistrust of each other create
a schizophrenic human society.” 4 Such concerns would
not have seemed pressing to the politicians and planners
funding Bhabha’s activities.
When India’s most powerful scientist wasn’t addressing the United Nations, negotiating behind the scenes for
enriched uranium and reactor components, or directing
research programs, he immersed himself in art. Bhabha
readily quoted Keats and Shakespeare, and unwound
over recordings of Western classical music. He drew
accomplished sketches of friends and family members.
He also painted. Currently hanging in a dim corner of
TIFR is Bhabha’s Abstract (early ’60s), a medium-size
canvas showing a cavernous hallway lined with monumental sculptures, alternating between chromosomal Xs
and hourglass-shaped biomorphs. During the ’30s, while
studying with physics stars like Niels Bohr in Copenhagen and Enrico Fermi in Zurich, Bhabha made frequent
trips to see the masterworks of European art history. In
Florence, he lovingly sketched Michelangelo’s sculptures.
In Toledo, he swooned before El Greco. As the surreal
neoclassicism of Abstract suggests, Bhabha’s taste for the
baroque and sublime was interpreted through the “return
to order” that steered European art in the interwar period.
126
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The resulting pomp is hard to take seriously. Bhabha’s
composition looks to me like a cross between the Krell
Machine in Forbidden Planet (1956), the amazing selfrenewing underground power station that stretches miles
into the distance, and the silly regal displays of Otto
Soglow’s Little King cartoons.
Given who he was and what TIFR was, one imagines
a degree of narcissism in Bhabha’s regard for abstract art.
Gazing upon nonobjective art in particular, a scientist
might see confirmed the magic of speculation and pure
research, while painterliness and moody colors might
reflect a deep-thinker’s melancholy. No constructivism
here, no nuts and bolts of industrial application. Only
shadowy mirages.
Take, for example, Collage by Nasreen Mohamedi
from 1967, an important transitional work in this celebrated artist’s career. The ground recalls the ink-and-wash
drawings Mohamedi previously made under Gaitonde’s
tutelage, while the blue-gray fragments (torn-up photographs, one showing a tiled floor and another perhaps
a wall) hint at the architectonic abstraction she would
explore devotedly in the ’70s through photography and
drawing. Interestingly, this collage was made the year
Mohamedi accompanied Husain on a trip to Rajasthan
(the subject of his TIFR mural), where he created the
famous experimental film Through the Eyes of a Painter
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(1967). The arid landscape and Husain’s playful dance of
abstract form may have seeped into Mohamedi’s collage,
but, in contrast to Husain’s celebration of rural tradition
and the Indian nation, Mohamedi has produced something mildly eerie and atavistic.
Such scenes are familiar at TIFR. In Ram Kumar’s
large canvas From the Depth (1966), a black slab looms
like a fortress over a field of modulated packed earth.
Baburao Sadwelkar’s Cosmic Island (1965), composed of
thick white and red impasto upon black and sea-green
fields, presages the quasi-mythical landscapes that this
curious and largely unstudied figure would begin creating
in the late ’60s. Gaitonde, in this company, looks more
extraterrestrial than (as the recent Guggenheim catalogue
argued) transcendental. 5
WHEN IT COMES to the sublime, the TIFR collection does not lean in the direction that one strain of
atomic discourse might suggest. “I am become death, the
destroyer of worlds”—so opined Robert Oppenheimer
after the Trinity Test, quoting the Bhagavad Gita, and
unknowingly adding fuel to “nativist” Hindu science,
which since the colonial era had provided a crackpot
minority with the comforting fiction that the core
principles of things like manned flight and atomic physics
had been intuited by Vedic scholars millennia prior. As a
wealthy and profoundly Europhile Parsi (Indian Zoroastrian), Bhabha would have looked upon such fantasies
with amused curiosity at best. Granted, the Apsara reactor
was named after celestial female attendants in Hindu
mythology. But Bendre’s mural entry, Cosmos in the Making, was not accepted. And the most explicit reference to
the interface between modern technology and Hinduism
at TIFR is an anomaly. Krishen Khanna’s bizarre Durga
(1968) shows the Hindu goddess of war and power
distorted in a green whirlwind of expressionist brushwork,
riding a motorcycle with her hair whipping about and
her nipples erect. One cannot imagine, since the rise of
right-wing Hindu nationalism in the ’90s, such a painting
being bought by or installed in a government institution,
though here it hangs prominently in TIFR’s commemorative Homi Bhabha Auditorium.
Adjacent to it is an even more startling picture. There
are a number of images of death at TIFR, including an
early Nalini Malani, Death of an Individual (1966), showing white-shrouded bodies gathered around a corpse, and
Khanna’s well-known The Dead and the Dying (1970),
which features men playing cards while a dead body waits
beneath a sheet behind them. But in grimness these pale
in comparison to K.H. Ara’s giant watercolor Lest We
Forget His Sacrif ice (1976). It shows Christ crucified on a
mushroom cloud, with dead and injured bodies littering
a bloody landscape below. Created two years after India
detonated its first nuclear explosive, it can easily be read
as a protest against India’s abandonment of the peaceful
atom. What a statement to hang in a government building

named after the father of the Indian nuclear program! It
is moments like this that make the TIFR collection not
just important as a first-class body of artworks, but wonderfully fascinating as an expression of the contradictions
and fantasies of independent India.
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K.H. Ara: Lest We
Forget His Sacrifice,
1976, watercolor on
paper, 91¼ by 58½
inches.
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